Program.

October 11/12, 2016

Tuesday.
October 11

1/3

08:45 - 09:45

Doors open, registration & coffee

09:45 - 10:15

Dedicated to transformation of content creation and consumption.

10:15 - 10:45

Past, present, future - Product roadmap.

10:45 - 11:30

How product development is leading the transformation at Forbes.

11:30 - 13:00

Lunch

13:00 - 13:45

The benefits of a combined Elvis & Enterprise workflow.

Roel-Jan Mouw - WoodWing Software

Dennis van Nooij - WoodWing Software
Louie Torres - Forbes Media

Guy Mosel - Bauer Australia / NZ & Tom Pijsel - WoodWing Software

Dedicated to transformation of content creation and consumption.

Roel-Jan Mouw - WoodWing Software
Disruption is all around us. More external contributors and suppliers are involved in content processes
than ever before. We see a shift to best-of-breed technology stacks, cloud applications and outsourcing
of IT. And, we’re all impacted in both our personal and professional lives by the speed and ways of
content consumption. These are all drivers for innovation, creativity and different levels of effectiveness.

Past, present, future - Product roadmap.

Dennis van Nooij - WoodWing Software
With the development of HTML client apps - replacing current AIR technology - being close to final,
we’ll show you how this enables us to bring our products even closer together. Dennis will talk you
through the latest product updates and look ahead towards upcoming releases. We’ll even show some
sneak peeks of experimental new features that might end up in our products at some point in time.

How product development is leading the transformation at Forbes.

Louie Torres - Forbes Media
Over the last few years, Forbes has successfully developed tools that allow outside contributors and
advertisers to publish alongside its own journalists. Today, Forbes is reinventing its list strategy and
testing a new mobile card-like format to replace text-based stories. Louie Torres will take a deep-dive on
‘how’ and ‘why’ product development is leading the transformation of the Forbes list franchise and what
you can expect next.

The benefits of a combined Elvis & Enterprise workflow.

Guy Mosel - Bauer Australia / NZ & Tom Pijsel - WoodWing Software
At Bauer Australia/NZ, Elvis DAM has been integrated into the Enterprise workflow. In this session, Guy
will explain the business requirements that led to the introduction of Elvis, the challenges faced during
the deployment project, and the future plans for Elvis in terms of driving image workflow efficiencies,
archiving and content sharing and re-use. As an introduction, Tom Pijsel, Enterprise product
manager, will guide you through the current state of development and various scenarios that
showcase the synergy.

Tuesday.
October 11

13:45 - 14:30
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Theaterzaal - Business

Studio - Product/Technical

How to create a kick-ass content
app.

Powering a large e-retailer’s website
with Elvis DAM.

Karla Courtney - Medium Rare Content
Agency
14:30 - 14:50

Coffee break

14:50 - 15:35

Moving to article-based publishing,
what are your options on mobile
Craig Llewelyn-Williams - The App Lab &
Laurent Gerniers - Twixl media

Rogier Martens - Bol.com

How to migrate legacy DAM content
to Elvis. With an introduction to the
new bulk import.
Nico Krijnen - WoodWing Software

How to create a kick-ass content app.

Karla Courtney - Medium Rare Content Agency
This session looks at the questions you need to ask to ensure your app is successful, including: which
of your brand objectives does an app work best for? How can you improve your workflow to stay
profitable? Why would users download it? And, how can you encourage more downloads?

Powering a large e-retailer’s website with Elvis DAM.

Rogier Martens - Bol.com
Bol.com, the biggest online retailer in the Benelux, is dealing with product content of 40 million products
in fast-paced retail categories. In this session, you will learn about the key challenges, the processes in
place to manage the immense flow of images and how Elvis fits in all of this as an engine to deliver the
right images at the right time.

Moving to article-based publishing, what are your options on mobile

Craig Llewelyn-Williams - The App Lab & Laurent Gerniers - Twixl media
The landscape of mobile publishing changed in many ways this year, different solutions are each targeting niche markets making it difficult for many to understand which way to go. The use of HTML content
is on its way up and article-based publishing is starting to become accepted. Based on a specific use
case The App Lab and Twixl media will explain how they see the future of mobile publishing.

How to migrate legacy DAM content to Elvis. With an introduction to the new bulk
import.

Nico Krijnen - WoodWing Software
Starting to use a DAM system typically involves migrating existing archives to the new system. In this
session you will learn about new ways to import mass content into Elvis. We’ve also
completely rewritten the old bulk import.

Tuesday.
October 11

15:35 - 16:20
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Theaterzaal - Business

Studio - Product/Technical

Multi-country, multi-brand, and multichannel reuse of content.

Creating custom channels in
Inception & publishing Inception
content to InDesign.

Lars Kroløkke & Thomas Culmsee Aller Media
16:20 - 16:40

Coffee break

16:40 - 17:25

Get to know the next generation of
multichannel publishing in Enterprise.
Tom Pijsel - WoodWing Software

17:45 - 19:00

Drinks @Felix

19:00 - 21:00

Dinner @Felix

21:00 - 00:30

Party @Felix

Hans Bolten - WoodWing Software

Using the Elvis API.

Martijn de Jongh - WoodWing Software

Multi-country, multi-brand, and multi-channel reuse of content.

Lars Kroløkke & Thomas Culmsee - Aller Media
Lars and Thomas have been working closely together in what ended to be the largest IT and Business
project in the history of Aller Media, using WoodWing as enabler and platform. The project connects to
almost every part of Aller’s editorial process and content production, and involves implementation of
WoodWing Enterprise and Elvis DAM for over 1500 end users – all based on a clear AWS cloud strategy.

Creating custom channels in Inception & publishing Inception content to InDesign.
Hans Bolten - WoodWing Software
Inception has its own API to publish articles to publication channels. See how you can leverage the
API to connect Inception with the system of your choice. We will also show you how Enterprise /
InDesign can be one of these channels.

Get to know the next generation of multichannel publishing in Enterprise.

Tom Pijsel - WoodWing Software
Changes in the market sometimes require new solutions. New technology brings new possibilities. We
have some exciting news to share around the next step in multichannel publishing.

Using the Elvis API.

Martijn de Jongh - WoodWing Software
Elvis contains an extensive API and many customization options. We’ll show you what types
of integrations you can easily build with different technologies.

Tuesday
Dinner &
Party.
October 11

To wrap up the first day, we’ll start off by having a drink or two at the Felix
Meritis at 17:45 hours. After drinks, we’ll be serving a walking buffet at
19:00 hours, followed by an informal and relaxed evening filled with music,
lounging and fun. We’re sure you’ll also enjoy the atmosphere and location
itself. Felix Meritis’ doors will open at 17:45 hours. It’s a 10 minute walk from
Tobacco. The dress code is informal.
Address
Felix Meritis
Keizersgracht 324
1016 EZ Amsterdam

Wednesday
Closing
Drinks.
October 12

We highly appreciate your attendance and we’d love to have a last drink
with you before you leave. A good way to wind down after two days of
information gathering.
Closing drinks in Tobacco at around 16:30 hours, until 17:30 hours.

Wednesday.
October 12

1/3

08:45 - 09:30

Doors open, registration & coffee

09:30 - 09:40

Welcome, day program

09:40 - 10:25

The next generation of digital content creation.

10:25 - 10:55

The story of Blendle.

10:55 - 11:15

Coffee break

11:15 - 12:00

Implementing ISAAC, a sound DAM project.

12:00 - 13:10

Lunch

13:10 - 13:55

The benefits of DAM in Marketing Creation and Organization.

Sean Keefe - Hearst / Pubworx & Maarten Fremouw - WoodWing Software
Alexander Klöpping - Blendle

Richard Skidmore - Warner Music & Russell Pierpoint - Evolved Media Solutions

Alex Finley - Big Ass Solutions & Jaap van Blaaderen - WoodWing Software

The next generation of digital content creation.

Sean Keefe - Hearst / Pubworx & Maarten Fremouw - WoodWing Software
Inception is a one-stop place to efficiently create engaging content. Maarten Fremouw, product manager
for Inception, will give an update on what’s been done last year and where Inception is heading. Sean will
then share a great use case on how Inception is being used in their mobile magazine edition workflows
and how they plan to expand its use in all magazine workflows. Sean will explain where they started and
how they got where they are now.

The story of Blendle.

Alexander Klöpping - Blendle
How a Dutch startup tries to reinvent how people pay for journalism.

Implementing ISAAC, a sound DAM project.

Richard Skidmore - Warner Music & Russell Pierpoint - Evolved Media Solutions
After acquiring Parlophone record company, Warner Music needed one global solution to store and
retrieve their many millions of artist images, videos, artwork and music. The system should also support
collaboration on asset modification and simplify the reuse of materials. Richard will talk you through
Warners’ process selecting the system, its evolution, modernising workflow and their long term goals.
He will be joined by Russell Pierpoint, Managing Director of WoodWing partner Evolved Media. Russell
will briefly explain the technical aspects of such a system and the role his company has played in
implementing and supporting the system.

The benefits of DAM in Marketing Creation and Organization.

Alex Finley - Big Ass Solutions & Jaap van Blaaderen - WoodWing Software
Big Ass Solutions, a manufacturer of fans and lights, creates marketing and sales materials for internal
and external use. Multiple facets of the company, including marketing, sales and engineering need to
have one universal location to access the most up-to-date materials. Alex Finley will show how Big Ass
Solutions has benefited from the implementation of Elvis DAM to help the creative team produce
and share marketing materials more efficiently. In a strategy update, Elvis product manager
Jaap van Blaaderen will share how Elvis will improve the content creation and organization
for creative teams even more.

Wednesday.
October 12

13:55 - 14:40
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Theaterzaal - Business

Studio - Product/Technical

What should I show the consumer
today? - A day in the life of an article.

How to set up and use InDesign
Server automation & how to configure
an automated print workflow.

Keith Barraclough - Texture
(Next Issue Media)
14:40 - 15:00

Coffee break

15:00 - 15:45

How a newspaper reinvents itself.
Joseph Raj - Malay Mail

Edwin van der Klaauw - WoodWing Software

Accelerating Innovation by running
your IT in the Cloud.
Arjen Vriens - Amazon Web Services

What should I show the consumer today? - A day in the life of an article.

Keith Barraclough - Texture (Next Issue Media)
Keith will tell how Texture leverages the data across a number of platforms and consumer touch
points to drive engagement on its applications. The ability to track where and when articles are being
consumed is now a critical part of process of marketing magazines. Content workflow and upstream
metadata is becoming critical in getting the necessary data to allow Texture to meaningfully engage its
consumer base across all platforms and applications.

How to set up and use InDesign Server automation & how to configure an automated
print workflow.
Edwin van der Klaauw - WoodWing Software
Enterprise 9.7 brought new options in using InDesign Server to add more automation to your print
workflow. We’ll explain what the possibilities are and how you can start using this yourself.

How a newspaper reinvents itself.

Joseph Raj - Malay Mail
Increase production and yet reduce cost! This is exactly what Malay Mail achieved with its interactive
Afternoon edition project. Using WoodWing Inception and Elvis, the Malay Mail team increased
production by 100% despite a 20% cut in staff numbers.

Accelerating Innovation by running your IT in the Cloud.

Arjen Vriens - Amazon Web Services
During this presentation, AWS will outline how companies across the Globe are using the AWS Cloud
Platform to accelerate their innovation. AWS will also outline heritage and background of AWS,
as a full subsidiary of Amazon.com.

Wednesday.
October 12

15:45 - 16:30
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Theaterzaal - Business

Studio - Product/Technical

Outdated: Layout-before-Text
Workflow - What’s next

Switch from using AIR clients to the
new HTML clients. What has
changed

Ralf Müller-Stueben - Axel Springer

16:30 - 17:30

Closing drinks

17:30

End

Niels de Beukelaer & Marjolein Kleinman WoodWing Software

Outdated: Layout-before-Text Workflow - What’s next

Ralf Müller-Stueben - Axel Springer
The traditional way of creating layouts before you start writing articles presents a challenge in re-using
content. Learn how Axel Springer is using Inception to change how content is created for their print and
digital channels.

Switch from using AIR clients to the new HTML clients. What has changed

Niels de Beukelaer & Marjolein Kleinman - WoodWing Software
Although the new Elvis and Content Station clients have the same feature set, HTML and the new designs
bring lots of changes to the UI and improvements in usability. We’ll share all the nitty gritty details in this
session.
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